
Eight Canadian conservation organizations have sent a joint
letter to Minister of National Defence Peter MacKay urging the
navy to exclude training exercises from the critical habitat of
southern resident killer whales. The letter follows the death of
a young female orca in early February. A similar letter has been
sent to the US Secretary of the Navy by eighteen US
conservation groups.
The three-year-old orca, variously known as Victoria or

Sooke or L112, was one of the family ‘L-pod’, which is one of the
three groups of Southern Resident Community. The whale’s
injuries—massive blunt force trauma on one side of the head
and body—are said to be consistent with either a nearby
explosion or possibly the use of high-powered sonar. It is
currently suspected that she died as the result of US or
Canadian naval exercises of some kind. 
The whale’s carcass was washed up, on February 11, near

Long Beach, on Washington’s Pacific coast north of the
Columbia River mouth. Ken Balcomb, of the Centre for Whale
Research at Friday Harbour, San Juan Island, noted that a
necropsy of the head of L112, conducted at Friday Harbour, and
one conducted in Oregon, noted massive damage to the whale’s
brain and other vital organs on the side where the trauma was
experienced. He thinks that death was immediate. ‘Half of the
whale’s brain was reduced to soup,’ he said. The Centre is
working hard at unravelling the mystery of L112’s death.
According to the letter to Minister MacKay, on February 6

the frigate HMCS Ottawa conducted training exercises in the
Strait of Juan de Fuca south of Victoria. The naval exercises are
known to have included the use of mid-frequency (MFA) sonar. 
Balcomb reports that sonar ‘pings’ and a series of

unidentified underwater explosions were detected at the time
of the exercises by a network of hydrophones which stretch
from San Juan Island to Neah Bay, at the mouth of the Strait;
and, that within the next 18 hours, calls from southern resident
orcas were heard in the vicinity. 
The Centre for Whale Research also reports that thirty-six

hours later, ‘an unusual mixture of southern resident whales
were sighted in Discovery Bay, west of Port Townsend,
Washington. The unprecedented appearance of these whales
in these waters, combined with their recorded vocalizations not
long after the Ottawa’s training concluded, suggests that
southern residents were present in the area—and may have

been significantly affected by the exercise—but went completely
undetected by the ship.’ (The Canadian Navy’s policies require
a 4,000-yard safety zone around ‘active vessels.’)  
However, Balcomb thinks that it is far more likely that the

whale was killed by an explosion than by sonar. Given the
location of the carcass and tidal currents, it is more likely that
the death occurred off the mouth of the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
where there are designated explosives disposal areas in US
waters. 
He adds that there is no word on the fate of L112’s

immediate family, who would have been nearby. Her death
reduces the population of the Southern Resident Community,
which includes J-, K-, and L-pods, to 87. The whales are
classified as endangered in Canada and the US.

More Protection Needed
The letter to Minister MacKay makes three specific requests:
• that the Canadian Navy disclose all information on the

activities of HMCS Ottawa and other naval vessels between
February 1 and 17 in Haro Strait, the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and
the outer coast, including the use of sonar, explosives and ‘other
active acoustic systems’.
• that the navy immediately designate the inland waters of

the Salish Sea, and other critical southern resident orca habitat,
as an exclusion zone where training with MFA sonar and
explosives is prohibited. (DFO’s recovery strategy for orcas
includes ‘establishment of acoustic sanctuaries in critical habitat
areas’.)
• That the Navy work closely with the US Navy to strengthen

their ‘mutual stewardship’ of the region’s marine wildlife. 
The letter notes that the US Navy has already affirmed that

it will not conduct sonar training within the Greater Puget
Sound area without advance permission from the Commander
of the Pacific Fleet and the National Marine Fisheries Service.
A 2003 incident involving MFA sonar originating with the

USS Shoup in Haro Strait showed reactions from orcas as far
away as 47 kilometres. ‘Whales and other wildlife do not
recognize national borders,’ comments the letter authored by
the David Suzuki Foundation, the Georgia Strait Alliance,
Greenpeace, the Living Oceans Society, Raincoast
Conservation, Sierra Club BC, Western Canada Wilderness
Committee, and World Wildlife Fund Canada. 0
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